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WHAT I STAND FOR

I'm a socialist standing to amplify
grassroots student struggles, and
put forward a political perspective
radically different from the timidity,
management speak and bureaucracy of NUS as it currently exists.

mobilisation, direct
1. Mass
action and bold political campaigning against cuts and
privatisation.

the wave of repression
2. Fight
against student activists – Full

3.

support to students and SUs
in clashes with management.
Cops off our campuses!

Free education for all. Fight the
privatisation of loans, fight for
living grants.

Labour ends Tory
Consistent support for liberation.
4. Demand
policies. Put taxing the rich and 8. Fight the sexist backlash. Fight all

5.
6.
7.

expropriating the banks centre
stage.
Decent, affordable housing for
all. Fight to bring down rents.
Build tenants' unions, rent
strikes and co-ops.
Universities and colleges
should be public services, run
by students, workers and
communities, not factories
training us to jump through
hoops for capitalism.

Fighting for unity with workers
on campus and beyond, not
just the trade union bureaucracy. We need campaigns like
“3 Cosas” on every campus.

forms of racism, including
antisemitism, anti-Muslim racism
and anti-Roma racism. Defend
migrants – demand freedom of
movement and equal rights for all.

9.

Slash bureaucracy – redirect
millions to campaigns and
democracy. Link up left-wing SUs
independently, for a fight in NUS
and struggle outside. Build grassroots student structures like
general meetings and assemblies.

anti-capitalist student move10. An
ment fighting radical campaigns

on issues like climate change, war
and international solidarity.

MY RECORD

I'm Vice President of University of London Union: before that I was President of the
SU at Royal Holloway University of London. Before that I was a grassroots activist
fighting the bureaucracy of that SU. I was a founder of Royal Holloway Anti-Cuts
Alliance, president of our People & Planet Society and involved in many other
societies and sports teams.
Today, in addition to ULU, I’m active in the Independent Workers Union of Great
Britain (IWGB), the National Campaign Against Fees and Cuts (NCAFC) and the
socialist organisation Workers’ Liberty.
• Involvement in the student rebellion of 2010-11, organising repeated occupations and
direct actions on my campus • Building Royal Holloway Anti-Cuts Alliance; fighting and
stopping department closures, in alliance with UCU • Building the NCAFC • Creating
liberation officers in Royal Holloway SU and ULU, including a full-time ULU Women’s
Officer • Reviving ULU's sports , societies and activities department and expanding its
democratic structures • Opposing war and militarism, despite a howling right-wing
witch-hunt • Supporting international students, including at London Met • Fighting
repression against students, including a leading role in the recent “Cops off campus”
campaign • Fighting for a left which takes feminism and women’s right seriously • Mobilising students alongside many workers' struggles, most recently with the IWGB to create
powerful student-worker unity in the “3 Cosas” strikes and campaign.

WHY I AM STANDING

The week I decided to stand, dozens of activists
were arrested for protesting against police violence
following the occupation to support outsourced
workers at University of London. The same week, five
Sussex students were suspended and banned from
campus for taking part in a peaceful occupation, and
Sheffield University sought a legal ban on protests. In
January, we saw mass arrests in the latest instance
of repression at Birmingham University.
As cuts, privatisation and inequality spiral, anyone
who seriously resists is under attack. We need a
powerful national fightback.
NUS is failing to lead that - for the same reason that it
betrayed the 2010-11 student protests, and the
same reason that it spends a multi-million pound
budget on… not much.

For more information, to get
involved or to get this manifesto in
an alternative format, get in touch:

NUS is saturated in a culture which equates campaigning with turning out glossy but content-free
literature and which is drowning in careerism, management speak and political blandness and timidity.

Facebook: Daniel Cooper for
NUS President
E: daniel.cooper@ulu.lon.ac.uk
T: 07840 136 728

Since 2010, the best student activist groups have
built action independently and sought to transform
their SUs. Transforming NUS is a much harder job,
but the same approach is necessary.

SUPPORTERS
Shreya Paudel, President, Middlesex SU, 12-13,
International Students’ Committee and candidate for
NUS International Students’ Officer:

“I have known Daniel for 2 years now and every time I
see him, he is up to some campaigns. And the good
part is - he has won many of them! He has always
supported international students and liberation issues,
was arrested this year for speaking up against police
stop and search on black students and is helping Uni
of London cleaners win the 3 Cosas campaign, a
brilliant cause for workers. I give him my full support for
a person who is not afraid to stand up for what is right
and fully back his election campaign in NUS.”

GET IN TOUCH

Sonia Chura, cleaner at University if London halls
of residence, leading 3 Cosas campaign activist
and Vice Chair of the IWGB trade union at UoL:

“On behalf of UoL cleaning and auxiliary staff I can
overwhelmingly say that Daniel has played a central part of
the '3 Cosas' campaign, not only committing time and energy
as an active member of our IWGB branch, but swinging the
support and resources of ULU behind the struggle. He has
helped transform the political culture among students and
workers at University of London. That is why the IWGB at
UoL is backing him to do the same nationally, as President of
NUS. We urge every student who wants a creative, effective
student movement that campaigns and wins to back him too.”

Gordon Maloney, President of NUS Scotland:

“I'm backing Daniel completely. The work he's done to
save ULU and with the 3Cosas Campaign show us
exactly the spirit and determination our national union
needs if we are going to win. What's amazing is how he
has managed to do this at the same time as doing the
bread-and-butter work of an officer, developing clubs
and societies and taking them with him on the journey.”

Sky Yarlett, NUS LGBT officer (Open-Place) &
candidate for NUS Vice President Society and
Citizenship:

“Daniel has made supporting campaigns to combat
oppression and bigotry, from campaigning for LGBT
and women's rights to opposing the far-right, a top
priority for many years. I'm certain he will continue to
support and fight for a liberated student movement.”

